
The Gold Wedding Of Nedyalka And Eshua
Almalech 

This photo was taken on the day of the Gold Wedding of the Almalechs - on 24th December 1998. I
am the man standing with the beret, to my left is my son Moni Almalech. The woman with the hat
to my right is my wife Nedyalka Almalech, next to her is the husband of our daughter Zelma -
Stephan Djambazov. The boy with the funny hat is my grandson David Djambazov, next to him is
his sister Irina Djambazova. I think that one of the most important events of the 20th century is the
fall of the Berlin Wall. But the road to democracy after so many years of stagnation is not easy.
What's more, people living under hard conditions start blaming the minorities for their hardships.
Even in Bulgaria some translations of Nazi and anti-Jewish books have appeared. Skinheads also
appeared, although not on such a big scale as in other European countries. These tendencies are a
bit dangerous and although they are not very popular, they remind me of the ideas of the fascist
organizations during the Holocaust in Bulgaria. Some of their leaders emigrated from Bulgaria in
the past, but now although they are very old, they have started to come back. They claim to be
victims of the communist regime, although they in fact have fascist orientation, in particular their
former ideologist Ivan Dochev. I am worried by all these things? Now I often go to the Jewish
Center, I do not miss the holidays in the synagogue and I often go there. My children also visit us
during the holidays and we celebrate them together. Few Jews have remained in Bulgaria, maybe
around 5?000, because after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, many young and not so young
people left for Israel. I have visited Israel many times. Especially since 1989 I have been going
there almost every year. I take an active interest in what is happening in Israel and feel for the
Israeli people, but I prefer to live in Bulgaria. This split is very typical for the Bulgarian Jews,
because we have always lived in understanding with the Bulgarians.
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